September 1, 2022

FAST LANE TO HEALTH®
Hit the spot healthy®
Clean 15™ & Dirty
Dozen™
You may have heard of these
lists and research shows that
the hype is true. Certain
items are less risky and ok to
eat if not organic, and 12 are
best bought organic
according to the
Environmental Working
Group 501(c)(3) website
Copyright © 2022. https://
www.ewg.org/foodnews/cleanfteen.php

Clean 15™
Usually pesticide free:
1. Avocados

Eat seasonally for September
with Eggplant.
A fast, easy and delicious recipe that is healthy
for people and the planet

2. Asparagus
3. Cabbage

Eggplant with Marinara and Gnocchi

4. Cantaloupe

Yield: Serves up to 4

5. Honeydew Melon

Ingredients:

6. Kiwi

1-2 Eggplant (the oval to sphere-like Indian variety was used
here from the farmers market and proved to be more avorful
and cook faster than American or Italian eggplant)

7. Mangoes
8. Mushrooms
9. Onions
10. Papaya*

1 Jar Tomato sauce (a favorite pre-made brand, was used to
save time, but feel free to make sauce from scratch)
1 Package Gnocchi (frozen was used for this recipe)

11. Pineapple
12. Sweet Corn*
13. Sweet Peas
14. Sweet Potatoes
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How to:
1. Cut eggplant into extremely thin, even slices.
2. Add tomato sauce to a medium sized pan or pot over
medium-low heat and layer the slices of eggplant so they are
covering the tomato sauce surface with minimal, if any
eggplant overlap. It is ne if the slices become submerged.

Dirty Dozen™

3. Cover and bring to a low simmer for about 5 minutes, ip
(use turner) or stir the eggplant slices and simmer for 3-4
more minutes.

Buy these organic:

4. Add the gnocchi and cover for 3 minutes.

1. Apples
2. Celery

5. Turn o heat, stir, and taste test to ensure perfection. Keep
covered a few more minutes if anything isn’t completely
tender.

3. Cherries

6. Serve and devour. Leftovers can be refrigerated or frozen.

4. Collard, Kale & Mustard

While the EWG’s Dirty Dozen™ and Clean Fifteen™ doesn’t list
eggplant, they do report that approximately 75% of eggplants
sampled were free of pesticide residue with no more than three
pesticides detected on those with residues. Use these lists
(ewg.org/foodnews/clean- fteen.php) as a reference on the
most and least contaminated produce.

Greens
5. Grapes
6. Nectarines
7. Pepper, hot & bell

Healthy Dessert Ideas

8. Peaches

Take a leisurely walk to enjoy nature & simultaneously support
your local farmers markets. Check out the local, organic
produce and up and coming vegan vendors/brands.

9. Pears
10. Spinach
11. Strawberries

Favorite nds for healthy hot day treats include the following
three woman owned and operated new businesses:

12. Tomatoes

• Fast Lane to Health - Tasty, raw, vegan superfood bites,
with no re ned sugars. Favorite avors:
- Superfood Fudge
- “Butter” Cookie Dough
Found at South Loop Farmers Market Thursday 4pm-8pm,
Saturday 9am-1pm & Ravinia Farmers Market Wednesday
10am-1pm
• Glow - Healthy, adaptogenic popsicles in creative avors.
The wheatgrass pistachio was nice. Found at South Loop
Farmers Market.
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• Banato - Banana based vegan iced coconut cream pops,
strawberry is the fan favorite avor according to the founder,
and fan I am, I must say. Found at South Loop Farmers
Market.
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